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Abstract 
We show that the ring of polynomial invariants @[XI ,X2,&]“’ of the alternating group A3 is 
the smallest ring of polynomial invariants of a permutation group, which has no finite SAGBI 
basis w.r.t. any admissible order. “Smallest” refers to the number of variables, which is 3, and 
to the number of generators of the invariant ring, which is 4. @ 1999 Published by Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
The structure of SAGBI (Subalgebra Analogue to Criibner Basis for Ideals) bases 
[8] for polynomial invariants of permutation groups [9] w.r.t. the lexicographical order 
< ICY was recently investigated in [4]: Roughly speaking, only invariant rings of direct 
products of symmetric groups have a finite SAGBI basis, which is then, in addition, 
multilinear. In this note we present the “smallest” ring of polynomial invariants of 
a permutation group, which has no finite SAGBI basis w.r.t. any admissible order 
[12]. “Smallest” refers to the number of variables, which is 3, and to the number of 
generators of the invariant ring, which is 4. The permutation group in question is the 
alternating group A3. 
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Of course, invariant rings which have no finite SAGBI basis w.r.t. any admissible 
order can be treated with other techniques [3,5,6, lo] to compute a finite basis. Some 
of these methods lead also to total degree bounds for the generators. However, the 
more technique are available to study invariant rings, which are by no means trivial 
algebraic objects, the better. We show by example how the concept of finite SAGBI 
bases can be rescued, even if the invariant ring has no finite SAGBI basis w.r.t. any 
admissible order: The invariant ring of a conjugate of As has a finite SAGBI basis B 
w.r.t. <leX. B can then be used to compute a basis L? for @[Xl,X,,XslA’ and to rewrite 
any As-invariant polynomial by a guided SAGBI bases reduction as a polynomial in 
the polynomials of B. 
We proceed as follows: After introducing our notation and recalling the basic facts 
in Section 2, we exclude in Section 3 all invariant rings in 3 or less variables, 
and further, all invariant rings generated by at most 3 polynomials by showing that 
these invariant rings do have a finite SAGBI basis w.r.t. some admissible order. Sec- 
tion 4 shows then that c[Xi,Xz,XslA3 has no finite SAGBI basis w.r.t. any admis- 
sible order. Finally, Section 5 explains how polynomial invariants of a conjugate 
of A3 can support the construction of a finite basis of C[Xi,&,XjIA3 and how this 
basis can be used for the reduction and representation of any As-invariant polyno- 
mial. 
2. Basics 
The overall setting of this paper is the same as in [3,4]. N, Q, R, and @ 
denote the natural, rational, real, and complex numbers. K is an arbitrary commutative 
field, K[X, , . . . ,X,] is the commutative polynomial ring over K in the indeterminates 
Xl,. . ., X,, and T is the set of terms (=power-products of the Xi) in K[Xl,. . . ,X,,]. 
GL(K,n) denotes the general linear group over K. Let r d GL(K,n) be finite, let 
r~=(a~~)l~~,~~~ E r, and let f~ K[Xl,. . .,X,1. Then n(f) is defined as f(C:=, al&, 
. . ..C.=, a,&>, and f IS called r-invariant, if f = rc(f) for all rc E r. K[X,, ,Xnlr 
denotes the K-algebra of r-invariant polynomials in K[X,,. . . ,X,] and orbitr(f) = 
Z+U)lnEr) p the r-invariant orbit of f. G c GL(K,n) denotes an arbitrary group 
of permutations operating on the set of variables {Xi,. . . ,X,}, S, the symmetric group, 
and ~1 =Xi +...+X,,..., (T,, =X1 . .X,, the elementary symmetric polynomials. 
The set of terms T can be ordered in multiple ways. A characterization of all 
admissible orders <, which are such that t > 1 for all 1 # t E T and sti >st2 for all 
s,tl, t2 E T with tl > t2, is given in [7, 121: Let HT(f) and HC(f) be the head term of 
f~K[xl,..., X,], and the coefficient of HT(f) w.r.t. a given, fixed admissible order 
<, respectively. The head term of a univariate polynomial is the term with the highest 
degree. A relation < & T x T is an admissible order on T iff there exist n univariate 
polynomials fi , . . . , fn E R[X] with a total degree of at most n, which are linearly inde- 
pendent in R[X] as a vector space over Q and are such that HC(J) > iw 0 for 1 <i < n. 
Then Xe’ .Xen >Xd’ I n I . ..X$ iff HC(Cy=,(ei -di)fi)>wO [l]. 
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A SAGBI basis B of a subalgebra of @[Xl , . . . ,X,,] is such that w.r.t. a fixed ad- 
missible order every head term of an element in the subalgebra can be expressed as a 
product of head terms of the elements in B [8]. 
3. All the other cases 
We briefly verify that any invariant ring of a permutation group G # A3 in three or 
less variables has a finite SAGBI basis w.r.t. any admissible order. 
Lemma 1. The invclriant ring C[X,, . . , X,Jsfr has the finite SAGBZ basis { gl,. , a,,} 
w.r. t. my admissible order (see [8]). 
The invariant ring @[Xl,. . . , X,,]{id) has the jinite SAGBZ basis {X,, .,X,,} 1r.r. t. 
uny udmissible order (obvious). 
Lemma 2. The invariant ring @[X,,X,,Xj] S2X{id) has the jinite SAGBZ basis {Xl + 
X2, X,X2,X3} w. r. t. uny admissible order. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 1. 0 
Any other possible case G#A3 not listed so far follows from Lemma 2 by re- 
arranging some variables. @[Xt,X2,X3]A3 is generated by 01, cr2, 03 and one addi- 
tional polynomial, which is, e.g. X:X2 +X,X: +X;Xs, or X:X, + X,X; + X2X:, or 
(Xl -x2)(& -x3)(x2 -x3) [3, IO]. 
Lemma 3. Any invariunt ring C[X, , . . . ,X,,]‘, which bus no finite SAGBI basis c~.r. t
uny admissible order, is generated by at least 4 generators. 
Proof. We need at least n polynomials to obtain an algebra basis for an invariant ring 
in n variables [9, IO]. Thus, if C[X,, . . ,Xn]’ is generated by at most 3 polynomials, 
then it is forced that n 63. All these cases are covered by Lemmas 1 and 2. 0 
4. The alternating group A3 
Lemma 4. The invariant ring C[X,,Xz,X31A3 has no jnitr SAGBI basis w’.r. t. cl?,. 
Proof (see Gobel [3] or Sturmfels [ 1 I]). For the sake of completeness we repeat the 
proof here: 
Assume that {$I,. , t,bk} is a finite SAGBI basis of @[X,,X2,X3]A’ w.r.t. < Ir,,Y with 
HT($;)=X~‘X~X~ and d = max{e;, 1 1 <i<k, l<j<3}. Note that either ei, >e,, 
3 e;, or ci, > ei, > ciz. 
Now let f =Xy+‘Xf +XfX$+’ +X,dX,d+’ E C[Xl,X2,X31A3. If J/i is involved in a re- 
duction off, then e;, = 0, i.e. either HT(&) =XT’ with d 3 ej, 2 0 or HT($, ) = XFl X7 
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with d > ei, > ej, > 0. We have to multiply at least two terms XT’XT3 with d 3 e;, > e,, 
> 0 for the reduction of f in order to obtain HZ’( f ) =X:+,X!. Each of these products 
leads to a difference of at least two in the exponents of Xi and X3. Hence, HT(f) 
cannot be a product of HT(&) for some 1 didk (contradiction). 
Corollary 5. The invuriunt ring C[Xl,X2,X31A’ has un injnite SAGBI basis 
B = {C-I,, g2, Q} u {X;+2X;+’ + X;+‘X,d+’ + X;+‘X;1+2 / d E IV) 
w. r. t. < lrx. B is minimal as ,follows: B\L? is for any 8 #g c B no SAGBI basis of 
@[X,,&,XJA 1Y.i: t. < Irx. 
So far so good. The question is whether there exists a finite SAGBI basis w.r.t. any 
other admissible order. 
Theorem 6. The invariant ring @[Xl,X2,X,lA3 bus no jinite SAGBI basis w.r.t. some 
admissible order <. 
Proof. Again, assume that B = ($1,. , $k} 1s a finite SAGBI basis of @[X1,Xz,Xj]A’ 
w.r.t. < with HT(&)=XT’X?X: and d = max{ei, 1 1 <i<k, 1 <j<3}. We can rear- 
range the variables w.1.o.g. in such a way that Xi >rl E {X2,X3} and X,X, > t-2 E {XI&, 
&X3}, because 01, G~,CJ~ is a SAGBI basis of C[X,,&,X3]" C @[Xl ,X2, 
X31A’ w.r.t. any admissible order (cf. Lemma I ). Furthermore, we must have X2 >X3, 
because otherwise X2 <X3 implies X,X2 <X,X3 (contradiction), i.e. Xi >X2 >Xs. By a 
similar reasoning we obtain X,X2 >XiX3 >&X3. 
We can assume w.1.o.g. that {cJ~,cT~,~~} c B. Now, let t=Xe’XpXy, and consider 
the following cases: 
(1) I{el,e2,es}1<2: Then we have OrbitA,(t)=orbitsz(t). HT(orbits,(t)) can be re- 
duced by a unique product of 01, g2 and as. 
(2) ei >ez >es = 0: Then we have orbitA, #orbits,(t), but HT(orbit,+(t)) = 
HT(orbits,(t)), i.e. orbitAj(t) can be reduced by a unique product of ai and a2. 
(3) ei,ez,es>l: Then we have orbitA,(t)=orbitA,(X:‘-‘X~-‘X;‘-’)a3, and HT 
(orbitAJ(t)) =HT(orbitA,& rI-1yq-l~;?-l))a3~ 
(4) el >e3 > e2 = 0: Then we have orbitAi(t) =Xe’XF +XyX;’ +XpX:’ Furthermore, 
we have X2X:’ # HT(orbitA,(t)), because XF’X;) =X,“‘P”3(XiX3)e3 >X;‘-B’(X2 
Xs )“3 = X~X~’ and .YyX;’ = X2” -e3 (X,X2 )” >X;’ Pe3 (X2X3 )“’ = X2e’X-J’. 
Consequently, BHT = { HT($i) j 1 < i <k} has to be a subset of 
{X12XlX2,X~XzX3} U{XF’XT,XFX;’ 1 O<ej <el <d}. 
Furthermore, XY’XY E BHT implies X,‘?‘XT’ $! B HT and XYX;’ E BH~ implies XT’&@ 6 
BHT. Our goal is now to construct an infinite sequence of head terms to, tl, t2,. _ of 
As-invariant orbits - similar as in the proof of Lemma 4 - such that almost all of these 
terms are not generated by products of terms in BHT. 
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Fig. 1. The head term pattern for a given admissible order < 
Let to =~i”(orbit,+(XfX3)) (i.e. to is either XfX3 or XIX: w.r.t. <), and let sg = 
x,X3, if to =X:X3, and let SO =X2, otherwise. Furthermore, for i 3 1, let ti = HT(orbit~, 
(t,-ls,-1)), and let s;=si_t, if t;=ti_t.s_t, and let 
otherwise (see Fig. 1 above for an example sequence). The total degree oft,, is always 
smaller than the total degree of ti2 for any i, < i2 E N, and ti itself is either X,“‘X;’ 
or XYX;’ with et > es >O for any i E N. Note that S; is never a head term of an 
Ax-invariant orbit for any i E N. 
Our selection of the si, i E N, ensures that the sequence of head terms to, tt , ~2,. . in 
@[Xt,X2,X~]A3 has by construction the following properties: First, ti =Xe’Xy (XYX;’ ) 
is never a product of terms in 
for any if N. Each product of terms in Wj-1 matching the exponent of Xs (XI ) is 
unable to match simultaneously the exponent of X, (X2), if ti =X;(‘Xp (XFX,“’ ). And 
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second, all head terms in C[Xi,&,X,lA3 have an expression as a product of terms in 
~={~l,~l~2,~,~2~3}~{~O,~l,~2,...}. 
Altogether, this implies that any ti with a sufficiently large total degree has no 
expression as a product of terms of the finite set BHT. Hence, there exists no finite 
SAGBI basis of @[Xl,X2,X31A’ w.r.t. < (contradiction). 
Fig. 1 illustrates the way of the sequence to, tl, t2,. . . through the terms in question 
w.r.t. a given admissible order <. The upper (lower) half of the figure shows the 
first couple of X;‘Xy (XYX;’ ) terms denoted by ei .e3 (es.ei ) with ei >e3 >O. We 
can see in this example that to =X:X3 (sa =X,X3), tl =XisX: (si =X,X3), t2 =X:X: 
($2 =X:X,‘), t3 =X:X. (~3 =X:X;), t4=X,“X: (s4=X:$), and so on. The set 
w = {~l,~l~2,~l~2~3} u {LO, tl, f2 , . . .} separates the terms in {Xe’Xp,XyX;’ 1 ei >es 
>0} into head terms (font: times-bold) and other terms (font: times-roman) such that 
either XF’XF or XyX;’ is a head term, and such that any head term is a product of 
terms in W. 
Corollary 7. Let the admissible order < and the sequence to, tl, t2,. . . be as in the 
proof of Theorem 6. Then the invariant ring @[X,,X2,X31A3 has an infinite SAGBI 
basis 
B={(~1,(~2,g3}U{orbit~~(ti)li~ N} 
W.Y. t. -c. B is minimal as follows: B\j is for any 8 #j c B no SAGBI basis of 
C[X,,X2,X31A3 w.r.t. <. 
The results in Section 3 and in this section hold not only for the field C but for any 
ring R, because our arguments are based on As-invariant orbits. Note that the order of 
As, which is 3, is not optimal, because C[~i,x2,xs,&]G with G= {id,(12)(34)} is 
another invariant ring which has no finite SAGBI basis w.r.t. any admissible order but 
G has order 2 (cf. [2, Chapter 21). 
5. A way out: conjugates of permutation groups 
As already mentioned the computation of a finite basis of @[Xi,X2,XslA3 and the 
reduction of As-invariant polynomials can be accomplished with other techniques. How- 
ever, there is still a possibility to do it with finite SAGBI bases. 
Definition 8. Let 6 E GL(C,3). Then Ai = {6-1rr6 1 n E A3) is a conjugate of Ax. Ai is 
isomorphic to As, and especially IAs1 = IA!1 = 3. 
Lemma 9. Let 6 E GL(C,3), let f E C[Xl,&,X31A3, and let g E C[Xl,X2,X31At. Then 
S(f) E C[Xl,X2,X31At and P’(g) E C[Xl,X2,X31A3. 
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Proof. Let z E Ai and 7i E A3. Then 6n6-’ E A3 and f = (&C’)(f). Hence, S(f) = 
S((&cS-l)(J)) = $8(f)) and so S(f) E @[X,,X2,X31Ai. Furthermore, 6-‘<6 EAT and 
g = (S-‘%)(g). Hence, S-‘(g) = S-‘((a-‘7%)(g)) = 7;(S-l(g)) and so S-‘(g) E C[X,. 
Xz,X3]A’. 
Lemma 10. Let 
1 1 z z 0 
(j= i -; ; 0 1 . 
0 0 1 
Then 
1 
' 2 T -1 
/&I:= (( -4 -; 1 
1 ’ 7 5 0 
) 
Proof. Obvious, because 
A3 = 
Lemma 11. Let 6 be as in Lemma 10. Then the invariant ring @[xl,x2,x3]A~ has 
w.r.t. <jex ajnife SAGBI basis B= {$,, $1, $3, $d} = {Xz+X3,X~+~,Z+2X~,X~x3+ 
+x2’ + x22x3 + 2X2X: + $X33,X: - X,X; + 4X,X,X3 - 4X,X,2}. Furthermore, j = 
{h-‘($, >, d-‘(&), 6-‘($3), 6-‘($4)} = {8’(f) 1 f~ B} is a basis of@[X,,X,,X31A7. 
The elements of B and B have a total degree of at most 3. 
Proof. First simple calculus shows that B c C[X,,Xz,X31A:. Furthermore, b = (X, + 
x2 +x3,2x: + 2x; + 2x:,4x:x3 + 4x,x2’ + 4x*x32 - 4x:x, - 4x;x3 - 4x,x32, ix,3 + 
$X2 + tX33 + 2$X2 +2X:X3 +2X,X; +2X,X; + 2X:X3 +2X~X~}, which is obviously 
a basis of @[X,,X2,X31A’ (cf. [3]). Hence, B is a basis of C[X,,Xz,X31Ai. 
Once we know that B is a basis of @[X,,Xl,X3$, we only have to check whether 
it is in addition a SAGBI basis (cf. [S]). An accurate analysis of the set of head 
terms {X2,XF,XFX3,X,3} of the elements of B implies that we only have to verify that 
f = Icl,’ - I/: can be reduced to zero by means of B to ensure that B is a SAGBI basis. 
This is the case, because f= $I,$ + 4@$~ - l6$fIc/3 + 5$:@ - l&/,$2/,3 + 27@. It 
follows that B is indeed a SAGBI basis of @[X, ,X2,X31A:. 
Example 12. Let 6, B and g be as in Lemma 11, and let f =X:X$ + X:X2’ + 
X:X33 E C[X,,X2,X31A3. Then S(f) = - AX: + &XfX2 + &X:X; + ix:xf + ix:x2x32 - 
&X:X2’ + $X:X33 - &x,x2” + ix1x;x-j - +x,x2x3” + &x2’ + $x2x; + ;x;x; E @[Xl ,X,, 
X3$, which has the representation S(f) = - &+f - &I+!$$~ + &1+!#$3 + &1c/F& + 
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$h$; - &&- j$+ t 2 3 m erms of the elements of the SAGBI basis B. Finally, 
we can compute the representation of f in terms of the elements of j by apply- 
ing 6-l to S(f), i.e. f = - AC’(Ic/‘)’ - $S-‘($‘)3SP’($~) + &S-‘(tj’)2S-‘($3) + 
+‘($,)2@($4) + j$-‘($‘)6-‘($2)2 - &~~‘($2)~-‘(&‘) - As-‘($+-‘($3). 
We have studied the “smallest” example of an invariant ring, which has no finite 
SAGBI basis w.r.t. any admissible order. Some questions remain open at the end of 
this note, e.g. 
( 1) characterize all invariant rings C[X’, . . _ ,&I’, which have no finite SAGBI basis 
w.r.t. any admissible order, or 
(2) characterize all invariant rings C[X’, . . . ,&I@ w.r.t. a fixed permutation group G, 
which have a finite SAGBI basis w.r.t. some admissible order. 
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